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Japanese manga Wotakoi: Love Is Hard for OtakuCover of the first volume of manga, released in Japan Icicins, featuring Hirotaki Nifuji and Narumi Momoseヲタクに恋は難しい (Wotaku ni Koi wa Muzukashii)GenreRomantic comedy 2015 - present) DemographicJoseiOriginal runApril 17, 2014 presentVolumes9 (List of Volumes) Anime-seriesDirector Iesimas HiraikeProductoKenta SuzukiNaokado Fujiyama (TV)Kazuki Osima (OVA)Author: Iosimasa HiraikeMuzika Akimitsu HonmaStidioA-1 PicturesLicia Pomazon Video (streaming)Original networkFuji TV (noitaminA)Original Run April 13, 2018 June 22, 2018Episodes11 - 1 OVAs (Episode List) Live-Film Action Wotakoi : Love Is Hard for Otaku Anime and manga portal Wotakoi: Love Is Hard for Otaku (Japanese: ヲタクに恋は難しい, Hepburn: Wotaku ni Koi wa Muzukashii) is a Japanese web manga series written and illustrated by Fujita. It was
first published on Pixiv on April 17, 2014. The serialization began at Comic Pool (a joint project of the web manga Ichijinsha and Pixiv) on November 6, 2015. Ichijinsha began publishing the manga in print on April 30, 2015, and nine volumes were published, with more than 10 million copies (including
digital edition) printed as of August 2020. The anime adaptation of A-1 Pictures aired from April to June 2018 on the Noitamina software block. Plot The main characters are Narumi, an office worker who hides her fujoshi lifestyle, and Hirotaka, a handsome and capable company man who is a otaku
game. The two seem perfect for each other, but love is hard for otaku. Characters of Narumi Momose (桃瀬成海, Momose Narumi) Voiced: Arisa Date (Narumi is Fudzioshi Otaku, She blames Otaka for the difficulties of her life and tries to keep it a secret, especially at work ⼆藤宏嵩. who has been in love
with her since childhood. Hirotaka is a otaku gamer who spends most of his free game time and unlike Narumi, he doesn't care if everyone knows he's otaku. He is also considered very attractive to girls, although he doesn't seem to care. Hanako Koyanagi (⼩柳花⼦, Koyanagi Hanako) Voiced: Miyuki
Sawashiro (Miyuki Sawashiro) Hanako is a Senpai Narumi Momose in the office, she is secretly a famous cosplayer otaku who usually cosplays like male characters. She also plays games and reads the manga yaoi. Hanako meets Tara Kabakura. Taro Kabakura (樺倉太郎, Kabakura Taro) Voiced:
Tomokazu Sugita In the office and less intense otaku; he loves heroes and bishojo. Taru meets Hanako Koyanagi. Naoya Nifuji (⼆藤尚哉, Nifuji Naoya) Voiced: Yaki Kadzi Naoya is Hirotaki's cheerful younger brother; University student. Naoya cares very deeply about his brother and quietly worries about
him and his introverted nature. Unlike his brother, Naoya is not otaku, and is very bad at video games. Ko Sakuragi (桜城 光, Sakuragi Kyo) Voiced: Aoya Yaki is a socially disturbing solo gamer at Naoya University with a habit of saying I'm sorry. Kyo's reclusive nature initially reminds Naoya of his brother
and thus decided to become a friend of gamer Kyo. Naoya brings her to her group of friends - not realizing she's not a guy until later. Narrator Voiced by: AoY Yaki Productions Originally, Fujita began posting manga on Pixiv (a Japanese online community for artists) as a new author. Ichijinsha then
launched a digital manga magazine called Pixiv called Comic Pool and began to serialize the manga regularly. The manga was chosen for Comic Pool because it was the most popular work on Pixiv. On April 30, 2015, Ichijinsha began publishing the manga in print. The first volume was released on April
30, 2015, and as of December 2019, eight volumes have been published. The manga is in English by kodansha Comics with each English volume containing two Japanese volumes. [10] [11] Volume list No.Japanese release dateJapanese ISBNEnglish release dateEnglish ISBN 1 April 30, 2015[12]9784-75-800846-4April 17, 2018978-1-63-236704-4 2 March 31, 2016[13]978-4-75-800899-0April 17, 2018978-1-63-236704-4 3 December 23, 2016[14]978-4-75-800934-8June 12, 2018978-1-63-236705-1 4 July 26, 2017[15]978-4-75-800951-5June 12, 2018978-1-63-236705-1 5 February 2, 2018[16]978-475-800979-9November 27, 2018978-1-63-236706-8 6 July 31, 2018[17]978-4-75-800987-4November 27, 2018978-1-63-236706-8 7 March 29, 2019 (w/BD edition)[18] March 29, 2019 (regular ed.) No 19-978-4-75-802020-6 ISBN 978-4-75-802019-0 (October 13, 2020978-1-63-236861-4 8 December 13,
2019-978-4-75-802058-9toOcber 13, 13, 2019-978-75-802058-9toOcber 13, 2020978-1-63-236861-4 August 9, 2020978-4-75-802120-3TBA - anime series A-1 Pictures aired from April 13 to June 22, 2018 on TV. Fuji Television, Ichijinsha, Dentsu, Christmas Holly and Kanetsu Investment, The series
was directed by Yoshimas Hirike フィクショ, who also directed キミ隣 the series. Next to You and Ashita mo Mata (明⽇もまた) (ep 9) respectively were performed by Hulk. Amazon series on their Amazon Video service. The series ran for 11 episodes. OVA, titled It Appeared SuddenlyLove was
released on March 29, 2019 and coincided with the release of the seventh volume of the manga. The second OVA will be released in 2021 to coincide with the release of the tenth volume of the manga. List of episodes No. Title: Director Author Original Air Date 1Narumi and Hirotaka meet again, and...
Transcript: Narumi Hirotaka no Saikai. Stitch... (Japanese: 成海と宏嵩再会。 そして...) Daisuke TakashimaYoshimasa HiraikeApril 13, 2018 (2018-04-13) 26-year-old Momose Narumi is a die-hard yaoi fangirl geek who recently changed jobs, hoping to be able to playoff the image of a perfect, beautiful
young lady. However, her hopes broke when she reunites with her high school classmate Nifuji Hirotaka, an avid gamer nerd who knows her secret. Both recover over alcohol and Hirotaka promises that he won't talk about Narumi the geek's secret, commenting on how much love is hard for people like
them because others think they are abnormal and weird. Two weeks later, Narumi again invites Hirotaka for a drink, but can not finish his work on time, which prompted Hirotaku to stay and help her before they leave. When they drink, Hirotaka asks Narumi to come out, offering to help her pass her level of
play as a benefit. Excited, Narumi accepts. 2 Are we dating now? Transcript: Coybito? Hajimemashita (Japanese: 恋?始めました)Matsuo AsamiYoshimasa HiraikeApril 20, 2018 (2018-04-20) Narumi befriends Koyan Hanako, her colleague as well as a well-known botanist who specializes in cosplay.
Hirotaka notices that Narumi clearly avoids him at work because she doesn't know how to interact with him now that they are in a relationship. Kabakura Taru, Koyanagi's longtime friend and good friend of Hirotaki,' walks to Koyanagi to help, but eventually fights each other. When Narumi tries to escape,
Hirotaka apologizes for scaring her, promising that he is actually romantically interested in her, rather than just meeting another nerd for convenience. After work, four visit a bookstore, and end up leaving for their homes right after reading manga and playing games rather than drinking. 3Sales Event and
Gamers MeetupTranscription: Sokubai-kai to g'mu-kai (Japanese: 即売会とゲム会)G' TobitaTomoko ShinozukaApril 27, 2018 (2018-04-27) Narumi, Hirotaka, Koyanagi and Kabakura attend the comic book exhibition. There, Hirotaka helps Narumi take care of his yaoi fanzine stand, while Kabakura
watches Koyanagi's cosplay as with several male characters. Work resumes in accordance with the norm for four after the exhibition. When Narumi goes to Hirotaka to play video games with him, she is at first very nervous because of loneliness with him, but soon they are joined by Koyanagi and
Kabakura. As Soul, Koyanagi and Narumi are mischievously trying to search for his hidden stash, but Narumi finds a pack of old card games they used to trade and play together back in high school. They recall how the two of them began a friendship after exchanging pencils with each other, and Hirotaka
kisses Narumi. The next day, Kabakura shockingly finds a mysterious hiding place hidden in his desk drawer. 4 Is mature love just as difficult? Transcript: Oton's not koi mo muzukashe? (Japanese: オトナ恋も難しい?) Satoshi SagaSeko TakagiMay 4, 2018 (2018-05-04) Hirotaka and Narumi indulge their
baby anime together during a break at work. When Narumi shows a picture of Hirotaki cross-dressing in Kabakura and Koyanagi, it inspires Koyanagi to make Kabakura cosplay, but it ends with them arguing. Narumi comments how, despite the fact that she and Hirotaka have different interests, they are
willing to compromise with each other fairly to get all the way. Eventually Kabakura cosplays for Koyanagi in exchange for a high quality Yuudachi Kai II figurine. Four colleagues go out for a drink together. Narumi asks about how Koyanagi and Kabakura's relationship began in school, but this leads to a
series of disputes and leads to the fact that drunk Koyanagi breaks up. She admits to her hidden insecurities about how she is not a real type of Kabakura, and worries that he might just settle down for her because nerds usually find it hard to be in a stable relationship with non-nerds. At the same time,
Kabakura enters and comforts her. On the way home, Narumi asks the same question to Hirotaka, who once again assures her that he is properly invested in this relationship. The two decided to go to the arcade before returning home. 5Representing Naoya and Gamers Meetup (Part II)Transcription:
Naoya Tojo to Gyum-kai Part II (Japanese: 尚哉登場とゲム会PartII.) Jin IwatsukiTomoko ShinozukaMay 11, 2018 (2018-05-11) Narumi stumbles upon a barista in a cafe with whom she seems to be familiar. Koyanagi and Kabakura mistakenly believe that the barista may be Narumi's ex-boyfriend, and
argue over whether to call Hirotaku in a cafe. However, when Hirotaka does enter, Kabakura hastily urges him to prevent the scene, forcing him and the barista to react. Turns out the barista is Nifuji Naoya, Hirotaki's younger brother. Hirotaka reluctantly agrees that Naoya should stay in his house
because of the proximity to the latter's college. As four colleagues hang out in his place, they realize that Naoya is not a nerd and have chosen to be careful talking around him. Since this is a rare chance for the brothers to be together, Narumi offers team play and a group of brothers together, although
Hirotak's reluctance as Naoya's inexperience and lack of player skills often reduce the fun. Naoya is coming to an end self-destruction and Hirotaka, used to playing solo, wins on its own, falling asleep on the couch right after. When Naoya decides to go home, Porumi, Kabakura, still suspecting him,
informs him that Narumi and Hirotaka are dating, and Koyanagi kisses Kabakura to show that they are another couple. Naoya begins to burst with happiness because he feared that his brother would be worried that his brother would be concerned about his personality, and Kabakura was touched by
Naoya's sincerity towards his brother. The next day at work, he advises Hirotaka to take care of him. 6Bleak ChristmasTranscryption: Y'utsu na kurisumasu (Japanese: 憂鬱なクリマ)Kazuomi KogaSeiko TakagiMay 18, 2018 (2018-05-18) On a rainy day, Kabakura lends Narumi and Hirotake their
umbrella, realizing that they have forgotten both of their own. When he rushes in the rain, he finds the ducks under Koyanagi's umbrella, where she worries that he will get sick when they head to his house to dine together. The next day, Hirotaka notices that Narumi is a little out of her way, though she
tries to shrug it off to no avail. After a little consolation and pressure on the end of Hirotak, though, Narumi explains that her favorite manga character died recently in the chapter. Hirotaka and Narumi walk home together as the city puts Christmas decorations on. They find Naoya handing out samples of
coffee in a Santa Claus costume outside the cafe, who feels grateful to be able to make those around him smile and be their real Santa Claus. On Christmas Eve, Koyanagi, who was annoyed because Kabakura was too busy with work to take care of romantic things last Christmas, first leaves the office,
but Kabakura rushes after her. The two of them ended up on a date at the trendy restaurant, which Kabakura reserved six months in advance to work out last year, and Koyanagi presents him with a limited edition anime teddy. Meanwhile, Hirotaka and Narumi spend their first Christmas together, playing
games. 7Online games and their respective nightsTranscrypation: Netoge to, sorezore no yoru (Japanese: ネトゲと、それぞれ夜) daisuke TakashimaSeiko TakagiMay 25, 2018 (2018-05-25) Four play an online adventure game together. There, Narumi, Koyanagi, and Kabakura stumble upon a rare
enemy, but are too weak to defeat him. Hirotaki's avatar arrives, but at the moment it is under the control of Naoi, as Hirotaka is busy. Fortunately, Hirotaka quickly returns and defeats him easily. Kabakura drinks with her male juniors, including Hirotaka, while the girls hang out together for dinner. Two
male colleagues begin to discuss Narumi, unaware that Hirotaka is her boyfriend, and then about Koyanagi, who angers Kabakura, although he tries to hide it. Narumi and Koyanagi, on the other hand, again disagree on their opposing pairing preferences in the anime and discuss whether their boyfriends
are in a couple the boys' love situation. Later, Naoya tells Hirotaka how he overheard the girls talking and mistakenly believed they were arguing about whose boyfriend was better. 8Speth of Thunder and Years of UncertaintyTranscryption: Nigatena Kaminari, kininaru otoshigoro (Japanese: 苦⼿な雷と、
気になるお年頃)Matsuo AsamiTomoko ShinozukaJune 1, 2018 (2018-06-01) It's a windy day and Hirotaka admits that he is afraid of thunder as it brings back a lot of bad memories of unremarked games when power came out of lightning. To prevent this from disrupting its performance, Kabakura allows it
to wear headphones only to date. When Hirotaka goes for a smoke, Narumi closely follows him, he remembers how she came to visit him once, when he was ill, and ended up breaking into his house and hugging him because of the loud thunder outside. The two return to work as the sky gets lighter with
a passing storm. Hirotaka recalls how he pierced his ears while he was in high school in an attempt to appear as an adult after seeing Narumi with a boy with a piercing. When he was unable to pull out the earrings, he began to get sick and he cried. After some drinks with everyone, Hirotaka thinks about
how Narumi doesn't seem to see him as a boyfriend, and worries about how he is so different from an ordinary friend, especially in his choice of date and relationship. When they go home together, Hirotaka decides to ask her for a regular date the following Sunday. 9S get on a date with me! Transcript:
Deto e ikou yo! (Japanese: デトへ⾏こうよ!) Jin IwatsukiYoshimasa HiraikeJune 8, 2018 (2018-06-08) Hirotaka and Narumi go on a date at the amusement park, but this date has a special fine attached in that anyone who says anything nerd related should pay 500 yen to the other side each time. During
the horror trip together, Narumi's fear accidentally causes her to casually mate with Kabakura, while Hirotaka continues with Koyanagi, as they are also on a date here by accident. Koyanagi assures Hirotak that it is normal to move at his own pace in a relationship after he shows how worried he is if
Narumi really likes to spend time with him. After all, he thinks about how Narumi always dragged him around like kids, and how she really grew up and made a lot of memories until he was at all and still locked up in his little world playing games. The two eventually lift the fine and immediately feel much
more relaxed. Narumi then gives him earrings and claims that he wants to witness the desire to become more grown-up side of him, which she has never seen, and two hugs. However, Hirotaka later realizes that one of his ear akes has closed. 10Representing Koo and online game
revengeTranskripation: Kyo-kun thojo to netoga ribendji (Japanese: TobitaSatoshi SagaSeiko TakagiJune 15, 2018 (2018-06-15) Naoya meets a client on his part-time, the silhouette of which during the game reminds him of his brother. The next day he stumbles again on the same person in his university
canteen and introduces. He realizes that the man, Sakuragi Coe, is an avid gamer, like his brother, but does not realize that she is a girl because of her androgynous appearance and voice. Knowing his lack of experience in games, Naoya invites Coe to play games with him, and reaches out to Narumi
and her friends for help to improve their skills by then. During the struggle to clear the advanced quest, the mysterious player rescues them while at least before Hirotaka arrives. Naoya, believing it was Coe, thanked her for the message. Hirotaka breaks glasses in the morning, so as a result myopia
strongly prevents him from doing his job. His female colleagues are aware of his beautiful face without glasses, forcing Narumi to be distracted and jealous. To restore concentration, Kabakura releases them on an early lunch break for Hirotaki to get new points. Later, Naoya borrows his brother's
computer to play with Coe. Despite trying again and again, Naoya continues to fail, but Coe does not give up on him, and is more than patient enough to help him gradually improve. Hirotaka, intrigued by Naoya's sudden addiction to games, logs in as the latter's avatar and helps Coe clear up the search.
Naoya, returning to the game after a phone call, apologizes and decides to drop out of school, but Coe promises to help him and invites him to play together. 11Love is difficult for nerdsTranscry: Otaku ni koi wa muzukash (Japanese: ヲタクに恋は難しい) Daisuke TakashimaTomoko ShinozukaJune 22,
2018 (2018-06-22) Koyanagi remembers the times when she and Kabakura always fought for the gym as captains of the women's and men's volleyball team respectively. Meanwhile, Narumi buys snacks for Hirotak on the last day of his vacation, only to find him passed out on the floor because of not
eating and sleeping to play games. She decides to cook fried rice for him by calling Koyanagi, only to accidentally see Hirotaka naked after he takes a shower. Narumi orders him to go on a date with her afterwards, but they hook up to her house then watch a variety show starring her favorite voice actor,
with Narumi promising to cook for him again. Returning to Kabakura's house, he and Koyanagi delve into another dispute over the fact that the boys love manga, and Koyanagi admits that he wants to share his happiness with others, although he knows that he himself loves to enjoy things. This leads to
Kabakura compromising and agreeing to skim, and he likes it surprisingly. Coe walks around town trying to find Naoya, noticing that he hasn't logged in a while, and gives him a game leadership she had made herself. In the post-credits scene, Narumi asks Naoya about his first love, which he sheepishly
reveals to be his kindergarten teacher. When four colleagues leave the cafe after the break, Naoya comments how Hirotaka managed to learn about his first love, although the latter quickly closes his eyes. OVAON appeared suddenlyLoveTranscryption: Sick va, ikinari otozureta-koi (Japanese: それは、い
きなりおとづれた-恋)Kazuomi KogaTomoko ShinozukaMarch July 29, 2019 (2019-03-29) The main article of the film: Wotakoi (film) July 26, 2018, a video promoting the sixth volume of the manga also showed that the live action of the film adaptation was in production. On September 18, 2018, the cast
was shown for the film live. He will star in Mitsuki Takahata and Kento Yamazaki as double leads narumi and Hirotaka. It was due to be distributed by Toho and released in Japanese cinemas on February 7, 2020. The film took first place in Japan on its first weekend, with more than 389,000 tickets sold
over the weekend. Collected manga volumes are often ranked on Oricon. Volume 2 took first place and sold up to 208,765 copies in its first week. Volume 3 came in fourth place and sold up to 209,102 copies in its first week. Volume 4 took first place and sold up to 283,523 copies in its first week. As of
July 20, 2017, the manga had a circulation of up to 4.2 million copies. Manga took first place in 2016 in Kono Manga ga Sugoi! (This manga is amazing!) Guide. The manga was ranked ninth in the 2017 Nationwide Bookstore Recommended Comics of 2017 2017 2017. He was nominated for the 41st
Kodansha Manga Award for Best General Manga Award. In September 2017, she won the Web Manga general election. Shiro Sagisou, music composer of the 2020 film adaptation, was awarded the Sandro Forte Award for Best Film at the 24th Montreal International Film Festival. Notes and all English
names are taken from Amazon Video. Inquiries: Ressler, Karen (February 22, 2018). Wotakoi: Love hard for otaku anime ad shows the opening theme on the sum. Anime news network. Received on January 5, 2020. - b c d e f Otaku ni Koi wa Muzukashii Anime Premieres in April 2018. Anime news
network. July 21, 2017. Received on August 28, 2017. Otaku ni Koi wa Muzukasia Anime throws Aoi Yaki. Anime news network. December 29, 2017. Received on December 29, 2017. ^ ヲタクに恋は難しい. Pixiv. April 17, 2014. Received on August 28, 2017. Yu迅社×Pixiveマガ誌 Comic POOL誕⽣、
「ヲタ恋」など連載. Natalie. October 30, 2015. Received on August 28, 2017. Ichijinsha, pixiv Launch 'Comic Pool' Digital Manga Magazine. Anime news network. 2, 2015. Received on August 28, 2017. Popular on the Internet, one after another Iomyuri Shimbun August 5, 2016 Received August 28,
2017. It's hard to fall in love with Otaku WEB manga Hard to fall in love with Otaku Linavi. April 17, 2015 Received August 28, 2017. Japanese Comics Rating Oricon News April 15, 2019. Received on April 4, 2018. Amazon releases Omakoi Fujita release: Otaku can't fall in love?! Manga Komansha
Comics Anime News Network Received January 25, 2018. Kodansha USA confirms Wottakoi: Love hard for Otaku Manga release. Anime News Network January 26, 2018. Received on January 26, 2018. It's hard to fall in love with Otaku (1). Amazon. April 30, 2015 Received August 28, 2017. It's hard to
fall in love with Otaku (2). Amazon. March 31, 2016 Received August 28, 2017. It's hard to fall in love with Otaku (3). Amazon. December 23, 2016 Received August 28, 2017. It's hard to fall in love with Otaku (4). Amazon. July 26, 2017 Received August 28, 2017. It's hard to fall in love with Otaku (5).
ASIN 4758009791. It's hard to fall in love with Otaku (6). ASIN 4758009872. It's hard to fall in love with the Otaku Special Edition (with OAD). ASIN 4758020205. It's hard to fall in love with Otaku (7). ASIN 4758020191. It's hard to fall in love with Otaku (8). December 13, 2019. Otaku ni Koi wa Muzukasi
Anime shows promo video, staff. Anime News Network January 25, 2018. Received on January 25, 2018. Wottakoi: Love Hard for Otaku anime listed with 11 episodes. The Anime News Network received April 14, 2018. Inc., Natasha (September 18, 2018). The Wota Koi Volume 7 special will be released

next March, with a new anime drawn in the high school days of Sakura and Hanako - Natalie Comic. Comic Natalie (in Japan). Received on May 30, 2019. Wottakoi: Love Hard for Otaku Manga gets a new episode of anime news network on August 4, 2020. Received on August 4, 2020. History (in
Japan). Received on April 8, 2018. Fujita Wottakoi: Love Hard for Otaku Manga Gets Live-Action Movie to Shin Banglasia! The Anime News Network received July 26, 2018. Takahata Mitsuki, × Yamazaki and Yuichi Fukuda, first starred in the film It's Hard to Fall in Love with Otaku! Calling singing a love
comedy. eiga.com (in Japan). Received on September 18, 2018. Wottakoi: Love Hard for Otaku Live-Action Movie Casts mitsuki Takahata, Kento Yamazaki. Anime News Network Received September 18, 2018. Live-Action Wottakoi: Love Is Hard for the Film Otaku opens in #1 in Japan. Anime News
Network February 11, 2020. Received on February 11, 2020. Rating of Japanese comics, March 28 - April 3. Anime News Network April 6, 2016 Received August 28, 2017. Rating of Japanese comics, December 19-25. Anime News Network December 28, 2016 Received August 28, 2017. Japan Comics
Rating, July 24-30. Anime News Network August 2, 2017 August 28, 2017. Otaku ni Koi wa Muzukasia Manga receives TV anime on Noitamina (Updated). Anime news network. July 20, 2017. Received on August 28, 2017. Kono Manga ga Sugoi! Shows 2016 Series Ranking for Female Readers. Anime
news network. December 10, 2015. Received on August 28, 2017. ^ 1位は「からかい上⼿の⾼⽊さん」!書店員が選んだマンガランキング2017. Natalie. February 1, 2017. Received on August 28, 2017. 41st Annual Kodansha Manga Awards Nominees Announced. Anime news network. April 2, 2017.
Received on August 28, 2017. Fujita Otaku ni Koi wa Muzukashi wins the web manga general election. Anime news network. September 15, 2017. Received on September 15, 2017. Komatsu, Mikikazu. Wotakoi: Love hard for Otaku Manga reaches 10 million copy of the march. Crunchyroll. Received on
August 5, 2020. ^ ヲタクに恋は難しい (9). Amazon. August 5, 2020. Un succ's clatant pour l'''''deition virtuelle de Fantasia. Fantasia Festival. Received on September 8, 2020. External Links Official Website (in Japanese) Anime official site (in Japanese) Wotakoi: Love hard for Otaku on Amazon Prime
Otaku ni Koi Wa Muzukashi (manga) in the encyclopedia Anime News Network extracted from wotakoi youth ova eng sub
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